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It is our great pleasure to introduce you to the idea of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth
for Business.

It is an honor for us to present to you the first edition of this event. The Forum was founded
as a platform for discussion and development between the current and future generation of
leaders, where students from top Polish and Chinese Universities, that is University of
Warsaw and China University of Political Science and Law, can meet economic, business
and law experts and entrepreneurs.

This year, during the first edition, we have worked hard to provide a thought-provoking and
globally relevant mixture of topics under the theme ‘Youth for Business’. Taking into
consideration the relevance of Polish-Chinese relations we hope to establish a new
platform for communication and dialogue between students.

We all strongly believe that the Warsaw-Beijing Forum’s discussions tackling the various
aspects of Polish and Chinese issues of law and economy have a chance of being echoed in
decisions and projects that will shape the future relations between our countries.

With wishes of a fruitful cooperation,
Members of The Students’ Organization for Law and Economy of China
Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth for Business Team

ABOUT US
The Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth for Business is a
project organized by the Students’ Organization for
Law and Economy of China established at the University
of Warsaw. The aim of the project is to build a forum for
dialogue and cooperation between students from Beijing,
China and Warsaw, Poland. In the recruitment process 15
individuals from both university were chosen to
participate in this two-part project.
THE WARSAW EDITION 2014
The first part was held in Warsaw between May 5-11th,
2014. Students from Beijing took part in lectures,
workshops and meetings with Chinese companies who
conduct business in Poland, Polish enterprises
conducting business in China, Global Law Firms, Polish
Think-Tanks and economic institutions. The diversity of
the meeting allowed the Chinese students to gain
knowledge about Poland, its history, economy and legal
system.
THE BEIJING EDITION 2014
The second part was held in Beijing between 24-30 th
September 2014. Similarly, Polish students visiting
Beijing had the opportunity to broaden their knowledge
about the economy, legal system and culture of the
People’s Republic of China. They took part in lectures
and workshops with their peers from Beijing.
THE PURPOSE
The purpose of the project is to develop entrepreneurial
skills and cooperation between students from Poland
and China. The structure of the project is designed to
broaden the participant’s skills and knowledge enabling
future business cooperation in both of those countries.
The Warsaw-Beijing Forum’s leading idea is to foster the
cooperation between academic institutions in both
countries. Furthermore, the Warsaw Beijing Forum was
established to promote Poland in the People’s Republic
of China and overcome cultural and geographical
barriers between the two countries.!

According to foreign investors, Poland is an excellent
country for business investment and expansion.
Investors have recognized the Polish political and
economic stability as a safe-shelter for their projects,
as they do not have to worry about economic
turnabouts .
THE POLISH ECONOMY
The recent global financial crisis did not affect the Polish
economy. In fact, Poland is the only European country,
which has not experienced a recession, but instead has
reached the fastest pace of economic growth in the
continent. According to EY, a worldwide leading
consulting company, all countries within the European
Union have been affected by the aforementioned
economic crisis besides Poland. Consequently, there has
been a change of perception on Poland and the whole
region by foreign investors. Secondly, Polish debt to GDP
ratio accounts for 57%, while other countries are indebt
above this ratio. The Economic stability of Poland is also
guaranteed by Poland’s membership in the European
Union, OECD, WTO and NATO, which also contributes to
Poland’s reputation as a trustworthy business partner for
foreign investors.
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS
According to the EY Company report, around 13,000
Polish workplaces were created as a result of FDI’s in
2012. Poland is currently the third country in Europe in
the number of workplaces created by FDI, just after Great
Britain and Russia, but before Germany and France. Such
data prove that Poland is likely to attract huge foreign
projects, not only from the common services sector, but
also from the industrial branch. This sector of business
has become increasingly rare and desirable throughout
Europe.
MARKETS AND THE LOCATION OF POLAND
The Polish 38 million people market is one of the biggest
of its kind in the European Union. It has a favorable
location in Central Europe and is on the crossroads of the
main trading routes that facilitate exports and imports
worldwide. These advantageous factors attract our main
trading partners such as Germany, Russia, China, France,
Great Britain and the Ukraine.
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China is the only country that has been continuously
developing for over three decades at the growth rate
of over 8% GDP each year.
THE GROWTH
In 1978 the initiator of economic reforms, Deng Xiaoping
created fundamentals for the second largest economy of
the world. As a result of reforms numerous special
economic zones were created, stock exchanges were
established and State Owned Enterprises (SOE) were
transformed. More than 1.3 billion people currently
reside in China. It is the greatest population in the world
amounting to above 19% of the worlds’ population. The
Chinese economy in 2010 overpassed the economy of
Japan becoming the second largest in the world when
accounting for Gross Domestic Product.
NATURAL RESOURCES
The amount of bituminous carbon excavated in China is
the greatest in the world. The People’s Republic of China
is also rich in crude oil, shale gas, iron ores, wolfram, and
antimony, zinc, lead, copper, tin and salt.
THE MODERNIZATION PROCESS
The People’s Republic of China has been a member of
World Trade Organization since 2001. Since that time
deep changes in the economy occurred. China is no
longer just the “World’s Factory” but is characterized by
dynamic growth of high technology and quality services.
More than 200 multinational corporations decided to
enter the Chinese Market. Chinese companies like ZTE
and Huawei fill the greatest number of patent
applications in the world. In the 5-year plan, which was
announced in March 2011 the government of the People’s
Republic of China put heavy emphasis on innovation of
technology. The plan aims also to further the
transformation towards a high value added economy. !
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The Warsaw-Beijing Forum was created to
support the entrepreneurship between young
professionals
from
China
and
Poland.
The primary aim of the project is to foster
Polish-Chinese cooperation, which involves not
only the representatives of main companies and
government but also the students from the top
universities of Poland and China. The
partnership established between the attendants
of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum will improve the
knowledge of regulations from the fields of law
and economy and encourage the mobility
amongst students interested in gaining
professional experience abroad.

similarities between Chinese and Polish aspects
of managerial styles, administration challenges
and law regulations. This essential knowledge
will enable young professionals to succeed within
the Polish and Chinese markets in the very near
future. While promoting the entrepreneurial skills
and knowledge, the project will also support the
cross-culture aspect of Forum. The purpose is to
show the Polish culture and to boost the interest
in Poland as a country worth seeing for its
beauty, delicious cuisine, interesting touristic
routes and interesting history. The project will be
detached for the Polish and Chinese part, taking
place in Warsaw and Beijing.

The first edition of the project focuses on the
creation of a platform for constant and
productive dialogue between Chinese and Polish
young professionals. The platform is designed to
generate an environment for an ease exchange of
ideas and dialogue concerning differences and

The participants of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum
are granted a great amount of specific
knowledge and unique experience of being a
part of the innovative platform of social and
international dialogue for the benefit of
Poland and China.
!

UNIVERSITY OF WARSAW
Participants from the University of Warsaw

Dr. Piotr Grzebyk
Position: Project Academic Guardian
University: University of Warsaw
Department: Faculty of Law

!

Mobility Coordinator, Head of the School of Polish Law, assistant professor at the Faculty of Law at University of
Warsaw. Since 2010 assistant of Justice of the Supreme Court, Labour Law, Social Security and Public Affairs
Chamber. PhD at the Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Warsaw, dissertation accepted (with
distinction) on 25th of October 2010. MA Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Warsaw, 2006. Diploma
in an Introduction to English Law and the Law of the European Union, University of Cambridge, 2006. In 2008 he
awarded, through the agency of Zentrum für Europäisches Wirtschaftsrecht at Rechts- und
Staatswissenschaftliche Fakultät der Universität Bonn, prestigious Thomas Berberich Stiftung Scholarship. He was
nominated as the Polish reporter on 20th World Congress of Labour and Social Security Law held in Santiago de
Chile, September 2012. Author of inter alia Jurisdiction in employment matters according to 44/2001 Regulation,
Wolters 2011 and Collective Labour Law. Case-law, CH Beck 2010 (both in Polish). Language skills: basic Chinese
(mandarin), very good English, good German. Visiting professor in Ljubljana, Zagreb and Beijing (Peking University
Law School) in 2013.

Dr. Paweł Wojciechowski
Position: Project Academic Guardian
University: University of Warsaw
Department: Faculty of Law
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Assistant professor at the Faculty of Law University of Warsaw, (Institute of Administrative Law, Department of
Agricultural and Food Law), Head of Postgraduate Studies Real Estate Valuation, Real Estate Transactions and
Real Estate Management on Faculty of Law University of Warsaw, Mobility Coordinator. PhD at the Faculty of Law
and Administration, University of Warsaw, dissertation accepted (with distinction) on 26th of March 2007 (PhD
thesis; European model of official food control). MA Studies at the Faculty of Law and Administration, University of
Warsaw, graduating with honors (MA thesis: Product liability with emphasis on food product). Author of inter
alia Community model of official food control, Wolters 2008; Commentary to the Law on food safety and nutrition,
(co-author) Wolters 2013 and Agricultural law, (co-author ) LexisNexis 2013 (all in Polish). Language skills: good
English, basic Russian. Visiting professor in Roma Tre University (2013) and Tuscia University – Viterbo (2014).
Research interests focus on Polish and European food and agricultural law, and real estate law, especially liability
in food law, official food control, food safety and quality systems
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Dr. Marcin Stębelski
Position: Project Academic Guardian
University: University of Warsaw
Department: Faculty of Law
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Mobility Coordinator, assistant professor at the Warsaw University Law Faculty. Graduated from the Warsaw
University Law Faculty (2005 – Legitimation of entities in the procedure before Polish Constitutional Tribunal.
Selected issues). Diploma in an Introduction to English Law and the Law of the European Union, University of
Cambridge (2006). PhD in Law (2010 – Parliamentary control in Polish constitutional law). Since 2006 lecturer at
Warsaw University Law Faculty (constitutional law). From 2006 to 2010 expert of legislation in the Chancellery of
the Sejm (Polish parliament). Since 2011 assistant to the judge in the Constitutional Tribunal. Granted, through
the agency of Zentrum für Europäisches Wirtschaftsrecht at Rechts- und Staatswissenschaftliche Fakultät der
Universität Bonn, with Thomas Berberich-Stiftung scholarship for young researchers (2012). Author of inter
alia Parliamentary control in Polish constitutional law(2012 in Polish). Language skills: English (C1), German (B1),
French (A2). Visiting professor in Cologne (2013) and Bonn (2014). Main research interests – political system,
parliamentary law, constitutional procedure, constitutional control, human rights.
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Maximilian Piekut
Position: Project Founder & Main Coordinator in Beijing
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law

!

Graduate of the Faculty of Law and Administration at University of Warsaw and Finance and Accounting Faculty at
Warsaw School of Economics. Not only did he study Sinology at University of Warsaw, but he also participated in
Chinese courses at Fudan University in Shanghai during summer holidays. He founded Students’ Organization for
Law and Economy of China at University of Warsaw. PhD student at China University of Political Science and Law
in Beijing, Faculty of International Law. Mainly specializes in legal and economic aspects of trade and foreign
direct investments. Since 2009 he has been avidly engaged in issues concerning People’s Republic of China, in
particular economical reforms as well as legal system and relationship between Poland and China. He gained
professional experience while working for prestigious law offices, both international and Polish. He speaks
English, German and Chinese.

Marta Katarzyna Formela
Position: Project Co-founder & Main Coordinator in Warsaw
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
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First-year Master’s degree student at the Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Warsaw as well as
second-year Master’s degree student at the Finance and Accounting Faculty, Warsaw School of Economics.
Perennial holder of the Warsaw School of Economics Rector Scholarship and a holder of the Polish National Bank
scholarship. Currently she is the President of the Students Organization for Law and Economy of China at the
University of Warsaw. Her main field of interest is investment banking and international financial markets
regulations. Currently she gains her professional experience in Capital Markets and Structured Finance Division at
Société Générale Corporate and Investment Banking. She enjoys learning Chinese but currently speaks fluent
English and French and has basic command of German and Spanish.

Emil Jaroch
Position: Project Co-Founder & Press Secretary
University: University of Warsaw
Major: International Relations
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Second-year Master’s degree student of International Relations at the Institute of International Relations at the
University of Warsaw, specializing in the East Asian region. Currently he is the chairman of The Oriental Studies
Section of the Students Scientific Group “Ars Politica” at the University of Warsaw and an Honorary Member of the
Students Organization for Law and Economy of China. He gained experience while working at the Polish Ministry
of Justice, Polish Ministry of Defense and at Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Washington D.C., among others.
He mainly specializes in the foreign policy of China, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the United
States. He is most interested in issues concerning international security, international trade and international
public law. He speaks fluent English, basic Russian and is currently learning Chinese.

Justyna Ziemba
Position: Public Relations & Marketing Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Finance & Accounting
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Studies Finance & Accounting at last year of Bachelor Degree at the University of Warsaw. Currently she is a board
member of the Students Organization for Law and Economy of China. She visited China (Changsha) last summer
where she was a volunteer in the “We explore China” programme, which gave her the opportunity to develop her
Chinese language skills. Currently she gains her professional experience by working in the financial insurance
area. After graduating from the University of Warsaw she wants to work in China at least for a year. Personally very
interested in basketball and Chinese cuisine. She speaks fluent English and is currently learning Chinese.

Paulina Uznańska
Position: Public Relations & Marketing Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Sinology

!
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First-year student of Faculty of Oriental Studies at the Chinese Studies Department – the oldest Polish academic
institution in the field of Chinese language and culture education. She was a participant of language courses in
London, where she gained her proficiency of English. Since 2014 she has been regularly contacting Chinese
students learning Polish or English thanks to a project organized by the Chinese Studies Department. She is avidly
interested in the history of China. Music is her lifelong passion – she is a graduate from Music School playing the
piano and the transverse flute. She speaks fluent English and learns Spanish.

Helena Kleczyńska
Position: Sponsors Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Computer Science and Econometrics
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Master Degree student in Computer Science and Econometrics at the Faculty of Economic Sciences at University
of Warsaw. She is interested and in her way to specialize in quantitative methods and economic studies of Asia,
especially China and South Korea. Other research interests are in particular the development of the information
sector in emerging economies, the development of information and communications technology and time series
analysis. Helena is a member of Students’ Organization for Law and Economy of China from the beginning of the
academic year 2013/2014. Helena is working with the Poland-Asia Research Center (CSPA), which is a leading
Polish think-tank focused on the region of East Asia. In her spare time she also supports research and cultural
projects related to Asia like “FantAzja”, which is a project founded by AIESEC. As an Exchange Participant in
AIESEC’s Global Community Development Program in 2014 spent a summer in Taiwan experiencing Asian culture.
Currently planning another long trip in regions of Asia and the Pacific countries. She is currently learning Korean,
she also speaks fluent English and German.

Jakub Mroziński
Position: Sponsors Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
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Student of 5th year of Law at Warsaw University and graduate of Warsaw School of Economics. Currently he is the
Vice President of Students Organization for Law and Economy of China. Interested in Polish, Chinese and
international trade law, but also in economic and business relations between Poland and China. Recently he was
involved in a more practical approach to business. He acquired working experience in various international law
and business companies and Polish agencies. He speaks fluent English, basic French and Chinese. His hobbies
include hitchhiking, boulder climbing and powerlifting.

Cecylia Toczyska
Position: Partners Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: International Relations
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Graduate of the Finance and Accounting Faculty at Warsaw School of Economics and second-year Master’s degree
student of International Relations with specialization in East Asian Relations at the University of Warsaw. She is
the Vice President for Poland-China Relations in Students Organization for Law and Economy of China at the
University of Warsaw. Interested in startups’ environment, she helped to develop a few e-commerce companies,
e.g. Groupon. She aims to run her own business someday. She speaks fluent English and German.

Piotr Mejssner
Position: Partners Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: International Relations
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As a master student of the last year of International Relations at the University of Warsaw he is interested in
economic relations in the East Asia region. Subsequently, he is currently writing his MA thesis on the impact of FDI
on the economy of China. Professionally he specializes in international economic relations, trade, investment and
multicultural differences in business. At the moment he is conducting an internship at the Polish Institute of
International Affairs in the international economic relations and global issues program. His main tasks there are
focused on the analysis of political and economic issues of the East Asia region. He speaks English and plans on
learning Chinese in the near future.

Beata Walczyna
Position: Logistics Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law

!
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Student of the Faculty of Law and Administration at University of Warsaw. Since 2012 she is a member of the
Students Organization for Law and Economy of China at University of Warsaw. From 2012 to 2013 she was the Vice
President for Marketing European Law Students Association Warsaw, where she was responsible for the
preparation of marketing offers, acquiring partners and conducting trainings for the Marketing Team. Currently
she is gaining her professional experience in the LBC Law Firm in Warsaw. Advanced skills in English: Certificate in
Advanced English (CAE) and First Certificate in English (FCE), she holds elementary command of legal English and
basic command of Chinese. Privately, she is very fond of playing squash and discovering new places.

Katarzyna Kaptur
Position: Financial Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law and Sinology
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Fourth-year Master’s degree student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the University of Warsaw and
second-year student of Faculty of Oriental Studies at the Chinese Studies Department. Participant of language
and legal courses in United Kingdom (Brighton) and Germany (Universität Bayreuth). Takes part in Erasmus
Student Network ESN Mentor (taking care of Chinese students), cooperates with Students’ Organization for Law
and Economy of China at the University of Warsaw, provides legal help at the Academia Iuris Foundation Legal
Clinic. Granted a dean’s scholarship for the best students at University of Warsaw. Gained professional experience
at legal offices in Warsaw as well as in the Chamber of Legal Counsel in Warsaw. She’s fascinated with Chinese
history and language. Speaks English, German and has basic skills in Spanish and Korean.

Piotr Gołda
Position: Partners Coordinator
University: Warsaw School of Economics
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Major: Quantitative Methods in Economics and Information Systems
Currently pursuing his Master in the Quantitative Methods in Economics and Information Systems at the Warsaw
School of Economics (WSE). He also received his Bachelor of Arts in Finance and Accounting from the WSE and
majored in International Relations (specializing in the Asian studies) at the University of Warsaw. He gained his
professional experience, among others in the Department of Corporate and Investment Banking in BZ WBK and
Department of Corporate Loan Products in the ING Bank Śląski. He is an active member of the Students
Organization for Chinese Law and Economics. He speaks fluent English and communicative German, he is also
learning Chinese.

Krzysztof Florczyk
Position: Logistics Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
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First-year student of Warsaw School of Economics and third year Master’s degree student of the Faculty of Law
and Administration at University of Warsaw. Fascinated with Chinese culture and tradition. He was a participant of
intensive holiday Chinese language courses in Warsaw. He speaks English and Russian, also plans to improve his
Chinese. His main passion is playing the piano, mostly Chopin.

Żaneta Bączyk
Position: Sponsors Coordinator
University: Warsaw University of Life and Sciences
Major: Renewable Energy Technology
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Żaneta is a Master’s Degree student of the Warsaw University of Life and Sciences, where she is majoring in
Renewable Energy Technology. Her interests focus primarily on renewable energy technologies, but also on the
energy market and energy security in international relations. She has participated in various conferences and
workshops regarding shale gas. Furthermore she is fascinated by Asia, in every aspect. She speaks fluent English,
basic German and currently learning Chinese.

Karolina Dudek
Position: Public Relations & Marketing Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: International Relations
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Second-year Master’s Degree student of International Relations with specialization in Trade Policy at the
University of Warsaw. She is particularly interested in the process of Chinese economic reforms. Her MA thesis will
analyse investments made by Chinese companies in Poland. Currently she is gaining her professional experience
in a Chinese-Polish company specialized in supply chain solutions. She spent one semester as an exchange
student in Asia. Karolina speaks English fluently and works on improving her basic Chinese.

Marcin Prokop
Position: Logistics Coordinator
University: Warsaw School of Economics
Major: Finance and Accounting
Student of the first year of Master’s Degree at Warsaw School of Economics and a fresh member of Students

!
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Organization for Law and Economy of China. He spent one year on an exchange at

in Beijing,

studying Chinese and Economy of China. Interested in financial markets and engineering, as well as travelling and
basketball. Speaks fluent English and German, currently continues studying Chinese.

CHINA UNIVERSITY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND LAW
Participants from the China University of Political Science and Law

Xu Shenjian
Position: Vice Dean of the School of Law
University: CUPL

!
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He received PhD from China University of Political Science and Law. He is a Law Professor at the School of Law,
China University of Political Science and Law. He is the General Secretary of China Legal Writing Society, the
Deputy Director of China Committee of Clinical Legal Education. In March 2007, he was appointed Director of the
Institute of Legal Ethics, in June 2007, he was appointed Director of the institute of Experiential Legal Education,
and in September 2007, he was appointed Director of the Legal Clinic programs. In 2008, he was appointed
Director of the Center for Judiciary. He is the author or Co-author of over 10 books, he teaches Legal Ethics,
Procedure Law, Legal Clinic, and related subjects. He was a Visiting Professor in Kyungpook National University in
2006, a Visiting Professor in MacGeorge School of Law in 2009 and a Visiting Professor in Washington college of
Law in 2010. He got the prize of Distinguished Professor and Scholar in September 2006, and he got the prize
of Distinguished Professor and Scholar of CUPL again in 2007. He got the Prize of the Excelent Clincian of 10 years
Chinese Clinical Legal Education in 2010. He got the Prize of Educational Pioneer in 2011 from the Beijing Teachers’
Union.

Li Renyan
Position: Director Of General Admin Office
University: CUPL
Ms. Li Renyan is a PhD at the China University of Political Science and Law, who is working at the School of Law.
Before, she had worked as a Counselor for the Politics and the Public Administration School in CUPL and in the
administration for the Haidian Overseas Chinese Association in Beijing. She received her PhD in Master Law and
Administrative Law in the China University of Political Science and Law.
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Zhang Luqing

Position: Professor of Law
University: CUPL

!

Zhang Luqing is a professor at China University of Political Science and Law, and Shihezi University. He is also the
tutor of post-graduate masters, contributing reviewer of Journal of Shihezi University (Philosophy and Social
Science) and director of China Law Society specialized committee. He is visiting professor at Capital Normal
University, Beijing Forestry University, National Judges College, Beijing College of Politics and Law, and Beijing
Bureau of Prisons. Professor Zhang’s fields of expertise are legal profession ethics, judicial system, and
jurisprudence of attorneys. The main courses he teaches are Legal Profession Ethics, Judicial
Documents, Jurisprudence of Attorneys and so on. His representative works includes Theory and Practice of
Attorneys, Judicial Documents, Legal Profession Ethics, Rules of Professional Conduct, and Judicial Documents
and Judicial Reform. He has held and joined in five scientific research projects at national and ministerial
level. Professor Zhang was awarded the certificate by the Ministry of Education of China for his outstanding
contributions to supporting the tenth-year western higher education in 2011.

!
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Tang Lei
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Administrative Law
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Tang Lei is a PhD Candidate of China University of Political Science and Law majoring in Administrative Law. He
received his master degree from Vanderbilt University Law School (USA) focusing on Law and Business in 2012. He
passed the Chinese Judicial Exam in 2010 and NY Bar Exam in 2012, but he has not yet practiced law in any place
before. Right now he is focusing his academic efforts on the theory of “Law-based Government” and some other
related topics. Following his Supervisor, Professor MA Huaide- the President of China Association of
Administrative Law, Tang Lei participated in several national academic projects in the area of “Administrative Law
and Governance” and made several prominent contributions.

Zhao Xiaojing
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Military Law
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Zhao Xiaojing is the PhD student in Military Law, China University of Political Science and Law. She was awarded
bachelor’s degree in law in 2006, and then worked in the grassroots people’s procuratorate for one year. She was
back to Law School of the China University of Political Science and Law for further education in 2007, and have a
master’s degree in military law in 2010. During the Master program, she focus on the research field of the law of
armed conflict and international humanitarian law. She was been a trainee in ICRC in 2009 for international
humanitarian law promotion activity. After graduating, she serviced for the government research institution. She
was admitted into the PhD program in 2013, and now is in the first year of the program. She was aimed on the
research field of national defense legal system.

Mo Dan
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law and Economics
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First-year PHD student at the Faculty of Law and Economics of the China University of Political Science and Law.
Her research field is capital market, law and financial regulation. She has a master degree in Financial Information
Engineering from Peking University. She is a National Scholarship holder and granted the title of the Most
Valuable Student. She has a finance education background, with the professional experience in the Export and
Import Bank of China, Deloitte FAS department, UBS, Goldman Sachs and CICC. She speaks fluent English.

Liu Zehua
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Administrative Law
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Currently he is a PhD student at Law School of China University of Political Science and Law. He comes from
Heilong Jiang province and his major is Administrative Law. He received his Bachelor’s Degree in Law at Minzu
University of China and his Master’s Degree in Law at Yunnan University. He participated in the Project On
Promoting Open Government Information, where he was an active participant and also the Project On Promoting
Comprehensive Administrative Law Enforcement Reform in the Municipal Field, where he was one of the project
leaders.

Cui Junjie
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Administrative Law

!
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He is a PhD student of the China University of Political Science and Law. His major is Administrative Law, who
comes from Chongqing municipality. He is taught by professor Ying Songnian, who is one of the leading
authorities of administrative law in China. Before his current PhD program, he paid most of his attention to
sociology of law. He concentrated upon the methodology of Max Weber’s sociology thoughts and awarded his
master’s degree of jurisprudence finally. He has extensive judicial experiences in base level of China. He has been
a judge of Beijing Huairou District People’s Court from 2010 to 2013. During the 3 years, he had taken part in trial
or mediation of hundreds of civil cases. He is familiar with the condition of grassroots judicature in China. Cui is
also good at using the methodology as sociology of law to analyze and solve problems in China. Mr. Cui has
published more than ten academic theses in public journal by himself or in collaboration with other members. By
the way, as a culture lover, Cui was always interested in Chinese traditional culture. He is well in Chinese
calligraphy, which is a fine art of skilled penmanship. Furthermore, he is also a fan of traditional Chinese poetry.

Li Xiang
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law and Economics
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Li Xiang comes from Jiang Xi province. He received his Bachelor’s Degree in literature in the China University of
Political Science and Law (CUPL), where he has studied Law and English. Now, he is a postgraduate student in
CUPL, major in Law and Economics, thus has an extensive background in English and Law and Economics. He has
taken some major academic courses last semester, such as Law and Economics, Law and Finance, Financial
Regulation, Statistics, Company Law, International Finance, Enterprise Organization, etc. He is an author of two
published articles: Analysis of Air Ticket Over-Booking—a Law and Economics Perspective; Research on the
Development Strategies of Enterprise Annuity Funds.

Du Du
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Administrative Law
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She is a postgraduate in the China University of Political Science and Law specializing in Administrative Law. She
is more interested in public law than private law because she thinks the public policies and regulations can
sometimes have a greater impact on citizens’ everyday life. She obtained excellent academic records as the top
one student in her class during the four-year study in college and won “Baogang” Outstanding Student
Scholarship which was awarded for students in the top 0.25%. She is also keen on participating in association
activities, like joining in Debate Association, English Club and other associations of the university and won the
First Place in Debate Competition of the college. Besides, she has some activities outside the campus. As a
volunteer, she helps kids with autism by playing games with them and making toys for them in a special
kindergarten. She writes letters and donates money to encourage teenagers in poor families in Hebei province to
keep studying.

Xie Yaowen
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Military Law
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Xie Yao Wen is from Huai Hua, Hu Nan province, which was not only famous for its bandits in the history, but also
known for the beautiful name of “Town of Phoenix” described in Shen Cong Wen’s novel „Remote City”. Therefore,
she has got an obvious regional character — a combination of gentle and tough, static and dynamic. She likes
reading and dancing. She majored in Political Science during her undergraduate study, and is majoring in Military
Law now. She has keen interests in philosophy, philosophy of law, administrative law and military law. In
addition, she studies law and economics now and then. She has published four academic papers in domestic
academic journals, and took part in four projects in school.

Chen Jiaqin
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Civil Law and Constitutional Law
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She comes from Changsha, Hunan, China. She is a first-year Bachelor’s Degree student in the China University of
Political Science and Law, and is studying Civil Law and Constitutional Law. She is interested in financial market
regulations and foreign laws. She hopes to strengthen her relationship with foreign students on various things
including the law and economic. Besides, she joined the Model United Nations, and is good at Radio Direction
Finding and Orienteering. She likes jogging and loves making friends around. Her language skills include: native
Chinese, good English and basic Japanese.

Hu Dan
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law

!
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She is from Sichuan and is majoring in Law at the China University of Political Science and Law in Beijing. She is a
freshman in college, but she loves what she is learning now, feeling that laws are such rigorous and holy. On the
other hand, she takes an active part in extra-curriculum activities. She joined the voluntary teaching activity of her
school last term. Voluntary work is always attractive to her. Besides this, she has also worked as a volunteer in a
hospital after the Wenchuan Earthquake in May of 2008. She is really interested in meeting others, especially
people from different backgrounds, which is why she thinks that the Warsaw-Beijing forum will be a great
opportunity to do that.

Wang Jue
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law
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She is a second-year undergraduate student at the Faculty of Law of the China University of Political Science and
Law, serving as a minister of the student union. She gained professional experience while practicing at
procuratorate and law firm. During winter holiday she worked for The People’s Procuratorate of Zhaoqing City. At
present she is an intern at Beijing Hanhua Law Firm, working as a paralegal. Apart from law, she is interested in
the international economy. She speaks English and currently learning Japanese.

Pan Qi
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law
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She is majoring in Law for undergraduate study and is also a member of the Elite School in CUPL. Her average
score of law courses is above 90 of 100. She is enthusiastic about economics with an excellent performance in the
Modern Economics Theory and Accounting. Apart from her excellent academic accomplishment, she also has
wonderful achievements in extracurricular activities. She is a member of the Legal Aid Centre of the Quasi Lawyers
Association and has provided over 40 hours of legal advisory services for the disadvantaged people from all over
China. She had participated in sponsoring and organizing the sports meeting and the fellowship of the Students
Union of Law School when she was in the Liaison Department of the Students Union of Law School from
September 2012 to May 2013.

Zhang Yingnan
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law
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He is majoring in Law for undergraduate study and he has been recommended to finish a postgraduate program
majoring in Law and Economics. He passed the Chinese National Judicial Examination in 2013. In 2012, he
participated in the law drafting work of Administrative Measures for Express Delivery Market (2013). He was the
„Excellent Student” in CUPL in 2012 and won the „Excellent Student Scholarship” in CUPL in 2010 and 2011. He
was the vice Chairman of the Student Union in Law School, in charge of coordination and publication. He was the
leader of the project of popularizing law in Jincheng, Yunnan Province, China, during the summer vacation in
2012. Recently he’s been focusing on his paper titled „The deposit insurance legal system and the interest rate
liberalization”, which is greatly in need of relevant information from Poland.

Zhou Hanyue
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law
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She is a freshman majoring in Law at the China University of Political Science and Law. Her hometown is not
Beijing, however, but the city of Nanjing. Having been studying in the university for over a half of a year, she has a
general command of Chinese Legal History and Constitution and passion especially in Constitution Law. She is
also interested in economics, and is good at Mathematics and Logic. Besides playing basketball and football, she
loves travelling, fishing, doing handwork and watching movies, especially French movies. She believes that the
seven-day forum will be pleasant and memorable.

Feng Man
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
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She is a sophomore student at the China University of Political Science and Law, though, she does have a rich
experience in ex-curricular activities (especially in Model United Nations conferences, which she has been
participating in for 5 years) and multi-cultural businesses. Serving as the legal advisor, she has been participating
in a venture called “iHiM Inspiring the Hearts of International Minds” with a group of foreign students that study in
China since 2013 and therefore is familiar with basic legal affairs and foreign company registration proceedings in
China. Besides, she is also working on providing legal aids to foreign students and newly graduates that is
engaged in entrepreneurship. In the daily life, she is pretty outgoing and easygoing. She believes that through
communication is the best way to learn new knowledge and is looking forward to sharing ideas and making
friends with other participants in this forum. Her academic interests are jurisprudence and constitutional and
administrative law. She is fluent in Chinese, English and German.

The first part of the Forum was held in Warsaw between May 5-11 th, 2014.
Students from Beijing and Poland took part in lectures, workshops and meetings with the most
prominent and experienced Polish and foreign economists, lawyers, financiers, business people and
scholars, who have been gathered around one idea, ‘Youth for Business’. The diversity of the meetings
allowed the Chinese students to gain knowledge about Poland, its history, economy and legal system.
The participants included the most ambitious and talented students from Poland and China – young
people who have proven once again that youth are eager both to learn from the best and to share
their innovative ideas with the world.
Not only the knowledge has been shared during this week, but also new ideas have been shaped, so
that Polish and Chinese Students made the most of the Forum. All the events provided a great
professional inspiration, food for thought and an unique networking opportunity.
We are proud to announce that this one-week event has been the greatest students’ conference
focused on Polish and Chinese cooperation. Thanks to the media coverage, the valuable ideas
presented at the Forum have been communicated to a wider audience.
Would like to extend our gratitude to all our current sponsors, attendees and especially the speakers
who made this event possible, and encourage new partners to start a fruitful cooperation.
Please find below a short summary of every event conducted during the first part of the
Warsaw-Beijing Forum.
!
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WARSAW-BEIJING FORUM 2014
WARSAW EDITION
OFFICIAL OPENING CONFERENCE
The official inauguration of the Forum was
held at the Law and Administration Faculty
and featured a wide array of honorable
speakers, attendees and representatives
of the Forum’s partners and sponsors,
government and diplomacy officials as well as
University authorities and media.
The ceremony was opened with a speech
from former Polish Ambassador in Beijing,
H.E. Ambassador Krzysztof Szumski, who
appraised the idea of the Warsaw-Beijing
Forum as our countries have to look for a
common ground for cooperation. The speech
was followed by Prof. Tomasz Giaro,
Vice-Dean for Research and Personal Affairs,
Department of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw, who underlined that
the event not only was about the conference
but also learning each other and
understanding both countries. Prof. Alojzy
Nowak, University of Warsaw Pro-Rector for
Research
and
Cooperation
and
Dr. Piotr Grzebyk, the Head of the School of
Polish Law and Warsaw-Beijing Forum
Academic Guardian, conducted a highly
informative panel on the importance of
international
cooperation
and
the
significance of youth initiatives. Finally the
Conference closed with a speech from Ph.D.
Xu Shenjian, Vice Dean of the School of Law at
China University of Political Science and Law
expressing his hopes for future fruitful
cooperation, inspired by a work of students
who prepared the Forum. After successfully
completing the inaugural ceremony, all the
participants mingled during networking
session.
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DELOITTE INTERCULTURAL
COMPETENCES CASE STUDY
OF POLISH AND CHINESE
Darren Chong from Deloitte opened the
series of lectures and meetings
conducted within the Forum. Having in
mind that both theory and practice were
to be presented, the lecture was divided
into two parts. The trainer explained
what are the challenges of leading
businesses
in
an
international
environment and provided some real-life
examples. He highlighted differences
between the Polish and Chinese
approach to business and covered the
basic
knowledge
needed
before
undertaking business in both countries.
Furthermore students exchanged their
views on aspects of Guanxi and Mianzi,
and what should we pay attention to
when approaching potential business
partners.
DLA PIPER WIATER
LEGAL CASE STUDY
The investments in energy sector,
connected with both, alternative and
traditional sources, were discussed with
representatives of the international law
firm at the company's office. During the
event, participants gained insight in the
Polish energy market, as well as legal
framework of government procurement.
Afterwards, a Q&A session took place
together with a brief office tour.
FOOD HOUSE RESTAURANT DINNER
Thanks to the courtesy of the restaurant
‘Food House’, all participants had the
possibility to enjoy traditional Chinese
cuisine. Taking the opportunity of an
informal
atmosphere,
students
exchanged ideas during a networking
session, which was perfect after an
intensive day of lectures and workshops.!
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TRINITY LAB CASE STUDY
During the case study with the Trinity
Culture Lab, Piotr R. Frankowski
conducted a seminar on the reception of
nobilities customs by Polish peasantry in
the XIX/XX century. The main issue
discussed concerned Polish history and
culture – namely the idea of ‘honour’ and
‘szlachta’, which are closely related to
the Chinese „face”. The lecturer also
introduced Chinese students to Polish
historical background and gave them an
insight about the main reasons for Polish
past and present political situation.
Presentation included short clips from
famous Polish movies such as ‘ Four
tank-men and a dog’ and ‘Our folks’,
where
several,
previously
totally
untapped aspects of Polish culture were
pointed out.
PANEL DISCUSSION
AT THE POLISH INSTITUTE OF
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
This leading Central European think-tank
was kind enough to host a panel lecture
inside the Institute. After introduction,
during
which
four
Institute
representatives
explained
several
aspects of how the Polish think tank
work, students turned their minds into
the Eurozone crisis, which Chinese
students
found
very
interesting.
Additionally, one of the crucial aspects
for all participants was to indicate the
ways of promoting the Polish economy
and to point out the main challenges for
Polish trade. By exchanging experiences,
students and speakers could evaluate
the perception of Chinese market among
Polish companies and highlight the main
barriers of bilateral cooperation.!!

!
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CORPORATE BANKING CASE STUDY
WITH HSBC BANK
The case study covered an overview of
banking industry in Poland and in China.
Representatives of HSBC introduced
participants to corporate banking and
gave them an opportunity to test their
managerial and analytical skills by
solving case study about an overseas,
either Polish or Chinese business
expansion. Considering the cultural and
institutional differences of banking
sectors of those countries, the meeting
encouraged participants to broaden their
knowledge and gave them a practical
approach to the everyday business
problems.
TP LINK Q&A SESSION
The Forum provided an unique
opportunity for the students to meet
with representatives of the Chinese
company, TP-Link, which has expanded
its business to Poland, among other
countries. While discussing major
sources
of
company’s
current
competitive advantage, the students
benefited from practical advice for doing
business internationally and learned
more about the cultural differences
influence on their business operations.
LECTURE ON ROMAN LAW
During the open lecture ‘Rome, Athens,
Jerusalem and the Pillars of Western
Civilization’
Professor
Franciszek
Longchamps de Bérier presented sources
of European civilization referring to
Roman law, Christianity and the ancient
Greek philosophy. He described how
particular rules influenced the whole
modern justice system. Participants got
a chance to assess the evolution of
private law in a European perspective
reception ‘ius commune’, as well as an
ability to perceive the shape and
function of modern institutions of private
law in Europe in a historical context.!
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WARSAW STOCK EXCHANGE VISIT
Early in the morning students visited the
Warsaw Stock Exchange, where they
learned about the Polish capital markets
and the WSE’s role in the investment
sector. We had a chance not only to get an
insight into the largest national financial
instruments exchange in the CEE region
but also to analyze the development
process of the WSE’s markets and discuss
the WSE’ s new development strategy for
the years 2014-2020.
MILLER CANFIELD CASE STUDY
The meeting covered a discussion on
prevention of unfair competition and
jurisdiction of Polish courts preceded by
the presentation entitled ‘Doing business
in Poland‘. Participants had a chance to
learn about the establishing a business in
Poland, acquiring property and hiring
employees, consumer protection, contract
of sales and the most typical legal form of
business establishments - limited liability
company - the creation of a company and
its structure.
PULASKI FOUNDATION DEBATE
A debate at the Foundation was mainly
focused on international relations and
trade cooperation between Poland and
China. Two distinguished guests, former
Ambassadors of Poland in China,
H.E. Ksawery Burski and H.E. Krzysztof
Szumski participated in the panel.
SIGHTSEEING WITH FOUNDATION FOR
CHINESE – POLISH ECONOMIC AND
CULTURAL EXCHANGE
All the participants visited the Royal Baths
Park while being accompanied by
representatives of the Sinopol Foundation.
During sightseeing recent achievements in
Sino-Polish cooperation were discussed
and the Chinese Alley in the Park,
co-funded by the Organization, was set as
an example of mutual cultural investment.
!

The second part of the first edition of the Forum was held in Beijing between September 24-30 th, 2014.
Similarly to the Warsaw Part of our Forum which took place in May, students from China and Poland
participated in various lectures, workshops, case-studies and meetings. The events took part both at
the China University of Political Science and Law, as well as at the premises of partners of this edition
of the Forum, namely the Long An Law Firm, He Jun Consultation Group and DLA Piper Global Law
Firm. We were honored as well to be invited to the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Beijing.
During this one-week conference students had a chance to meet directly the most prominent foreign
lawyers, business people and scholars representing the Chinese society as well as global, international
corporations situated in Beijing. Those meetings, combined with cultural events and sightseeing, gave
participants a broad insight into the Chinese culture and history together with legal system and
economy. All the events of the Beijing Part of the Forum provided a great professional inspiration for
participants, food for thought and an unique networking opportunity between students from China
and Poland.
We could not be more are proud to announce that this part of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum has been the
greatest students’ conference focused on Polish and Chinese cooperation organized at the China
University of Political Science and Law.
Below please find a short summary of every event conducted during the Beijing part of the
Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth for Business.
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OFFICIAL OPENING CONFERENCE
OF THE BEIJING EDITION OF THE WBF
The official inauguration of the Warsaw
Beijing Forum was held at the New Omani
Chang Fu Gong Hotel in Beijing. The Opening
Ceremony started with a speech given by the
Vice Dean of the School of Law at China
University of Political Science and Law,
Professor Xu Shenjian, who underlined that
both Poland and China have to look for a
common ground for cooperation. The speech
was followed by professor Tomasz Giaro, Vice
Dean for Research and Personal Affairs,
Department of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw, who focused on the
potential of the Forum and the opportunities
given to the participants of the event.
Dr. Piotr Grzebyk, the Head of the School of
Polish Law and Warsaw-Beijing Forum
Academic Guardian,
gave a
highly
informative speech concerning international
cooperation and the significance of youth
initiatives. The opening ceremony has
finished with a speech given by Xu Jiali, the
representative of the name partner of the
Beijing Part of the Forum – Long An Law Firm,
expressing his hopes for the future fruitful
cooperation.
VISIT TO THE LONG AN LAW FIRM
BEIJING OFFICE AND WELCOME DINNER
After the official opening ceremony the
participants of Warsaw-Beijing Forum took
part in an office tour at Long An Law Firm
office, which was a great chance to see, how
a Chinese law firm premises and corporate
culture differ from European ones. The day
has finished with a welcome dinner at
a traditional Chinese restaurant. For students
it was a networking opportunity and
possibility get to know each other better
before the whole week of lectures and case
studies. !
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VISIT AT THE EMBASSY OF
THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND IN BEIJING
During the second day of the Beijing part of
Warsaw - Beijing Forum, Polish and Chinese
students were invited to visit the Embassy of the
Republic of Poland. Participants were honored to
meet Dr. Daria Lipińska-Nałęcz, Secretary of State
in the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher
Education and His Excellency the Ambassador of
Poland, Tadeusz Chomicki. The meeting was a
unique possibility to hold a discussion on the
subject of Polish – Chinese cooperation in the field
of higher education and academic achievements.
A crucial role of students’ initiative was
underlined, indicating a specific role of the Forum
itself in the process of exchange. These valuable
insights were also enriched by remarks of
representatives of CUPL and Long An Law Firm.
Thanks to the hospitality of the hosts, students
were also able to gain general knowledge on the
history of the Embassy and its surroundings.
TOUR OF THE YONGHEGONG
LAMA TEMPLE
The Yonghe Temple is a monastery of the Geluk
School of Tibetan Buddhism located in the
Dongcheng District which Polish students visited
on the second day of their sojourn in Beijing,
enraptured them with bronze statues of the
Buddhas of the Three Ages and the Five Hundred
Arhat Hill.
LECTURE BY PROF. XU SHENIJAN
In the evening students took part in a lecture
‘Clinical legal education in China: Past, Present
and Future’ held by the Vice Dean of the Law
School of the CUPL, Xu Shenjian. An interesting
description of the evolution of clinical education
in China, its history and practical application,
revealed a common idea underlying legal
education in China as well as in Poland. ‘Law in
action’ approach is an universal solution for legal
scholars regardless of the economics and political
system. Some of our participants, experienced in
the field of legal clinics, had a chance to compare
Polish institutions with Chinese counterparts. The
conclusions reached by Professor Xu amounted to
a keynote speech showing to Polish and Chinese
students similarities between both countries and
our common goals.
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DLA PIPER CASE STUDY
On Friday participants had a chance to meet
representatives of DLA Piper Global Law
Firm at their headquarters in Beijing. Three
professional lectures as well as case studies
provided students with a complete view of
legal background of mergers & acquisitions,
inbound and outbound transactions of
Chinese companies, regulatory affairs and
cross-border anti-corruption investigation.
The meeting was a significant event reflecting
continuity of the Forum, enabling students to
experience
the
actual
meaning
of
‘international cooperation’ and realize the
role of the Forum combining students’
theoretical knowledge with professionals’
practical approach, as DLA Piper Wiater Sp. k.
(based in Warsaw) was partner of our
Forum during the Warsaw Part.
TOUR AT THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
The visit in the National Museum of China,
which flanks the eastern side of Tiananmen
Square, enabled participants to broaden
their knowledge of Chinese history and arts.
A comprehensive exhibition covering the
period from nearly 200 thousand years ago
until today, offers an insight in a breathtaking
variety of painted pottery, bronze vessels and
jade artifacts setting the starting point for
further development of Chinese arts.
LECTURE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHINESE CONSTITUTIONAL SUPERVISION
The lecture held by Professor Wang Qinghua
covered the subject of ‘The institution and
development of Chinese constitutional
supervision’. As an expert of Chinese and
American constitutional law, the Professor
introduced the Chinese constitutional
supervision, including the institutions and
their actual execution situation. A discussion
that followed the lecture was a possibility to
refer to some comparative arguments and
analysis of Polish Constitutional Tribunal. !
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TOUR OF THE FORBIDDEN CITY
The Forbidden City, the most famous place in
Beijing, used to be the palace of Chinese
emperors and the center of power both
during the Ming and Qing Dynasty. The
wooden palaces are examples of great
achievements of culture and art of ancient
China.
The
Warsaw-Beijing
Forum
participants visited the most representative
palaces of the Forbidden City: the Taihe
Palace where the new emperor acceded to
the throne and got married, the Zhonghe
Palace where emperor watched the process
of sacrificing and Baohe Palace where the
emperor spent the New Year’s Eve and chose
his ministers.
HE JUN CONSULTATION CASE STUDY
HeJun Consulting Group, one of the most
prestigious consulting groups in China,
organized a case study for participants of the
Warsaw-Beijing Forum. Students, divided into
groups containing both Polish and Chinese
representatives, were supposed to prepare
an analysis of the case study and present
their solutions to problems and business
obstacles. After the presentation students
started discussing their views avidly.
LECTURES ON ROMAN LAW
Professor Tomasz Giaro and Professor
Franciszek Longchamps de Bérier presented
to the Polish and Chinese participants the
subject of ‘Polish legal tradition’ and ‘Values
and principles of the law of succession on the
example of the Roman Law’. The academics
introduced the tradition, regulations,
principles and the impact of the Roman Law
on the European Law. Students, who found
the lectures highly informative, could deepen
their understanding of the topic during the
discussion which followed those two lectures.!
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LECTURE
BY PROFESSOR GUO CHEN
The subject of the lecture ‘The Intercultural
History and Culture of Chinese Law’ was
covered by Professor Guo Chen, an expert in
foreign legal history and the Chinese legal
system. During this highly informative
meeting Warsaw-Beijing Forum participants
gained a broad insight into the development
of the legal culture and ideology of the Middle
Kingdom. Professor Guo Chen has presented
the importance of the legal tradition which
not only has created the foundation for the
modern Chinese legal system but also
enabled the evolvement of the legal culture
theory. After the lecture students were
engaged in the discussion and Q&A session
focused mainly on the comparison of Polish
and Chinese legal culture.
LECTURE
BY PROFESSOR HU JIYE
The second lecture conducted at the
Graduate School of China University of
Political Science and Law, entitled ‘The
Institution of Chinese Finance’ was
conducted by Professor Hu Jiye. Throughout
the lecture Professor Hu, a director of China
Society of World Economics, presented the
general structure and features of supervision
of Chinese financial, and in detail, banking
system. The lecture was followed by a
discussion between Professor Hu and
students, aiming to compare the Chinese
financial system with the European ones, as
well as Q&A session focused on global
financial markets’ challenges and their future
development perspectives. !
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TOUR OF THE SUMMER PALACE
While walking through the Summer Palace,
the main residence of royal members at the
end of the Qing Dynasty, participants not only
were introduced to the cultural heritage of
China but also they had an opportunity to
admire a vast ensemble of gardens and
palaces in Beijing. The breathtaking view on
Kunming Lake and the Marble Boat, which
stands on its shore, was an inspiration for
networking
between
students
and
exchanging ideas about importance of
nation’s cultural heritage.
MEETING WITH MR. MICHAŁ JEZIORO
Part of the participants had an opportunity to
meet with Mr. Michał Jezioro, the CEO of
KGHM Shanghai. Mr. Jezioro gave a short
overview of the Chinese market and its
potential risks from the perspective of Polish
businesses. The seminar, which was followed
by a Q&A session, gave us the insight of the
Chinese business environment.
WBF BEIJING PART’S
CLOSING CEREMONY
The Olympic Green proved to be the best
place where participants highlighted the
results of the project and exchanged the
words of appreciation. A pleasantly informal
atmosphere enabled Polish students to
express their gratitude to their Chinese
friends for their great work and organizing
the Beijing part of the Forum successfully.
Both, Polish and Chinese students have
summarized the two parts of the WarsawBeijing Forum, underlining the importance of
youth cooperation as well as the
development and promotion of such
international events.
!
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VISIT TO THE BADALING GREAT WALL
As the official part of the Forum came to an
end, together with Chinese students we took
a trip to visit the Great Wall, the symbol of
Chinese civilization. We had a chance to visit
the most representative and well-known part,
Badaling Great Wall, promoted as the key
national cultural relict that always attracts
international tourists. It was a very important
part of our Forum, as we all understand how
crucial it is to comprehend the culture of
other nationalities, history and their heritage.
TOUR AT THE CUPL SCHOOL OF LAW
CHANG PING CAMPUS
As there are in Beijing two CUPL campuses,
we had a pleasure to see both of them. One,
located in Haidian District is the modern
complex of academic facilities for the
postgraduate students where all the WarsawBeijing Forum lectures took place. However,
the second one, the Chang Ping Campus is
located in the north-western part of Beijing.
There we can find the facilities for the CUPL
undergraduate students and a great law
library. Warsaw-Beijing Forum participants
were given an opportunity to visit the
Fayuange Library, which is the biggest library
of the CUPL. Its impressive collection
includes books, journals and other
documents, gathering all legal publications in
China since 1980 together with a great
amount of legal materials since the late Qing
Dynasty.

!
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The 'Bursztyn' magazine is a quarterly published since
2013. The magazine is available for passengers flying
the direct route between Warsaw and Beijing, operated
by LOT Polish Airlines, and visitors of the Embassy of
the Republic of Poland in Beijing. ‘Bursztyn’ is edited in
both Chinese and Polish, providing readers an insight
into mutual relations and information about social and
economic developments in Poland and China.
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